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SUMMARY

Scope:

This routine, unannounced inspection was conducted in the area of
occupational radiation safety, and included an examination of
changes to the program, planning and preparation, control of
radioactive materials and contamination, surveys and monitoring
and maintaining occupational exposure as low as reasonably
achievable (ALARA).

Results:

In the. areas inspected, one cited violation (paragraph 3) and one
non-cited violation (paragraph 4) were identified. One inspector
followup item in the area of out-of-core source term was left
open for further review. The inspector observed many examples of
chemicals improperly stored or improperly labeled during facility
tours. Chemical control has been a problem previously identified
by the licensee. The licensee has increased chemical awareness
for employees and included procedural requirements for on site-
supervisory inspections. The inspector noted changes in the
control of vacuum cleaners (i.e., cognizant responsibility and
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designated maintenance / storage areas)- that did not reflect
requirements of the-existing = vacuum cleaner control procedure.
RCI-18,-Revision-O. The licensee-has shown continued improvement
in''ALARA during outages and normal plant operations. A-special
paint' coating is being applied to the auxiliary building floor to-

enhance cleanli_ ness and_ improve _ decontamination efforts in-

reclaiming previously-contaminated-areas. Technicians'and.
professional-radiation personne1~-were found to be knowl'edgeable
and committed to maintaining ALARA.
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' REPORT DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted

Licensee Employees

R. Alsup, QA Audit Manager
*R. Beecken, Plant-Manager
T. Flippo, Site Quality Manager
G. Hudson, Corporate Radcon Manager

*C. Kent, Radcon_ Manager
*S. Mc Camy, Health Physicist
*R. Reed, Radiation Protection Manager
*R. Richie, Chemistry and Environmental Superintendent
*J. Smith,_ Site Licensing-
*R. Thompson, Compliance Licensing Manager
*J. Vincelli, Radcon Field Operations Manager
*C. Whittemore, Licensing Engineer
J. Wilson, Site Vice President, Sequoyah

Other licensee employees contacted during this inspection
included craftsman, engineers, operators, mechanics, and
administrative personnel.

Nuclear Regulatory Commission-

*W. Holland, Senior Resident Inspector
*S. Schaeffer, Resident Inspector

* Attended Exit Interview

2. Changes (83750)

The inspector reviewed changes since the last inspection'in
organization, facilities, equipment and personnel and how
they relate to the occupational radiation' protection
program. This inspection noted that no significant
organizational or personnel changes had occurred in the
licensee's program since the last inspection.

No violations or deviations were-identified.

3. Facility Tours (83750)

During the onsite inspection the inspector toured all levelsn
of the auxiliary building, the control room, and selected
areas of the turbine building and .other: support buildings.
The inspector observed facility _ operations--and-facility.
controls implemented by the licensee's health physics
personnel.

.
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The inspector _ observed several potential instrument _ problems
during the inspection and-reported these problems to plant _
management'. Numercus power indicator lights associated-with
radiation monitors were inoperable. The_licenseeLtook .
- immediate corrective action by replacing inoperable-bulbs or
tightenin; bulbs which had vibrated loose.

Overhead lights in the Decon Room were inoperable and some
area status boards showing radiation levels were' located in-
areas of low.or no lighting. The inspector. recommended the
licensee correct these problems. During discussions on
lighting the licensee stated containment building emergency
lighting was operational and supplied by on/offsite power.

Personnel Contamination Monitors (PCMs) used for personnel
monitoring are on a low priority list for calibration,
consequently the inspector observed PCMs being calibrated
hours before expiration which could render the licensee with
an inadequate supply of operable'PCMs should caldbration
problems occur. The licensee-informed the inspector that
PCMs were on a low priority for calibration due to the
limited number of calibration technicians available to
service plant equipment.

-The inspector noted that overall housekeeping within the
facility was adequate. The licensee is1 applying a special-
paint. coating.on the floor which makes the areas brighter
and cleaner and should aid in decontamination and.reclaimin~g
areas should leaks or spills occur. Allowing _ contaminated

-

areas to be reclaimed more quickly in areas of high dose .

improves ALARA practices. A.few housekeeping problems were
~

' found, primarily inside. lockers and cabinets,Lwhere bagged ~
and unbagged radioactive material was commingled with'non-
radioactive material. The inspector recommended segregating
- radioactive material to prevent orominimize cross
contamination of equipment. _ The ' inspector cbserved -Lumerous
containers of-chemicals (i.e. solvents, oils ,- - cleaners , .
grease, paints,_and aerosols) which violated 'icensee
procedure SSP-12.7, Revision'7,- Appendix A, "nousekeeping.
Temporary' Equipment Control,_"' checklist item.9 and item 17,
for controlling flammable combustible material as__ described
in applicable sections of Sequoyah Safety-and. Health Manual
-and SSP-12.15. _Also, SSP-13.2, Revision.4, " Chemical
Traffic--Control (CTC) Program" paragraph 3.3.6~ requires new-
containers be marked if chemicals-are transferred from the
original container. Several unmarked containers of oil and
solvents were observed. Paragraph 3.11.3 requires

~

management inspections be performed to ensure chemicals are-
properly' stored. Improperly labeled glass containers of-
diesel: fuel =were observed in storage in the diesel building
- which is not in accordance with. safety and fire protection
requirements.
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These' numerous examples of failure to'foll'ow procedures SSP- .

12.7-and SSP-13. are identified as a violation (VIO 327,-
328/92J25-01).

One violation with numerous examples'was identified.

4. Radiation Controls (83750)

a. Postings

'
10 CFR 20.203 specifies the posting, labeling, and
control requirements for radiation areas, airborne
radioactivity areas and radioactive material.

During facil'ity tours the inspector verified-postings
and labelings against radiation and contamination
levels-in radwaste storage areas, pump rooms, decon -
room,_ control room, andLother support buildings-on -

site._ The inspector determined the posting 1and
labelings to be consistent and appropriate, following
requirements of licensee procedure RCI-15, Revision 4,
" Establishing Updating Radiological _ Sign _ postings," for
informing workers of the radiological hazardsLin the
area. All step-off-pads from contaminated areas were
clean and in good condition.

b. Su rveys-

10 CFR 20,201(b) requires each-licensee to_make or
cause to be nade such surveys as may be necessary for
the licensee to comply with the regulations in 10.CFR
Part 20 and are reasonable under the circumstances-to
evaluate the extent.of radioactive hazards that-may be
present.

During the tour the inspector independently verified
radiation and contamination surveys. 'All radiation and-
contamination surveys performed by the '. inspector did
not find any abnormal levels.with the exception of a.
smear on the open end .of a vacuum' cleaner stored
-outside.a contaminated area. The license-responded
immediately.by-conducting an investigation which
revealed one additional vacuum cleaner outside a
contaminated area with an unsealed inlet nozzle.
. Vacuum cleaners stored.outside contaminated areas with.
unsealed-inlet-nozzles had been previously; identified
by:the licensee during their self-assessment.
Organizational responsibilities for-vacuum cleaner.
maintenance and control have recently_ changed which
resulted in the licensee violating-their procedure-
RCI-18, Revision 0, " Vacuum Cleaner Control Within the
Radiological Control Area.

1
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The license initiated immediate action to inspect all
contaminated vacuun, cleaners to identify and correct
problems that may exist and a retraining session on
vacuum cleaner maintenance was conducted. The licensee
is in the process of revising their procedure for
controlling vacuum cleaners. This failure to followup
procedure RCI-18 is identified as violation (50-327/,
328/92-25-02).

This violation will not be cited because the efforts in
investigating, identifying, and correcting the
violation meet the criteria specified in Section VII of
the Enforcement Policy.

,

5. As Low As Reasonably Achievable (ALARA) (83750)
s

10 CFR 20.1 ( c) states that persons engaged in activities
under a license by the NRC should make every reasonable ,

effort to maintain radiation exposure as low as reasonably
'

achievable. Performance trends evaluated included the
following:

Table 1
(As of 08/2G/92)

FY 92 Goal FY 92 Actual

Total PERSON-REM 1141.0 Total PERSON-REM 1111.4
U2C5 PERSON-REM 450.0 U2C5 PERSON-REM 380.0

ALARA Comparison of UICS and U2C5

Steam Generator Maintenance

UIC5 98.35 PERSON-REM
U2C5 60.10 PERSON-REM

Steam Generator Nozzle Dam

UICS 14.05 PERSON-REM
U2C5 8.18 PERSON-REM

ALARA Refueling Dose Trends

U1C5 55.0 PERSON-REM 9656 RWP-HRS
U2C5 47.9 PERSON-REM 8003 RWP-HRS

ALARA Shielding Dose

UICS 90 tons 13.85 PERSON-REM
U2C5 90 tons 13.60 PERSON-REM

_ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -_
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The inspector noted several factors!resulting in improved
ALARA porformance between U1C5 and U2C5. There was also an ;

cverall dose reduction for FY 92 which was_below2previously-
established goals. Some of the licensees' performance
factors included:

a. Improved preplanning

b. ALARA committee initiatives

Chemistry soft shutdown for U2C5 to improve out-of-corec.

source term

d. Improved shielding techniques

e. Dose performance incentives for major contracts awarded

The inspector attended morning RADCON meetings,_a weekly
ALARA committee-meeting, and a pre-outage ccmmittee meeting
in which ALARA-planning was discussed for an upcoming ten.
year Core Barrel In Service Inspection (ISI). Six
committees, which meet weekly, on a rotating basis have been
establish ~ed'to pre-plan for the ISI. In order to keep
management fully apprised of their pre-planning the
refueling task team, in a letter dated August 28,-1992,
requested Sequoyah' management assign a senior level manager ito the core barrel removal / reinstallation team for planning.

.

\

The inspector discussed RWP job knowledge and general ALARA
awareness with selected workers _during facility' tours.. .The
workers were knowledgeable about the ALARA program _and the
RWPs under which they_were working. The-inspector-reviewed-
records of HP surveys and monitoring provided during
selected RWP activities and found_them adequate to meet the
RWP requirements. The inspector also reviewed pre-job and
post-job _ALARA planning and reviews--of RWP activities and
verified that appropriate controls were taken to maintain
exposure ALARA.

The inspector noted that licensee records indicate that the
current dose of 1111.4 PERSON-REM for FY 92 would not exceedtheir FY 92 goal of 1141.0 PERSON-REM based on current workschedules.

|

No violations or deviations were noted.
1
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6. Radiological Awareness Reports (RARs) and Personnel
Contamination Reports (PCRs)

a. RARs

The requirements for RARs were contained in licensee
procedure SSP-5.5, Revicion 1, " Reporting of
Radiological Incidents." The license is broadening t ho
scope of RARs for program improvement and Quality

(' A) inspecticns. Some RARs were reviewedQAssurance
and found to be well docanented and contained concise
corrective action. The inspector compared RARs to PCRs
and to dose trends. No problems of significant adverse -

trends were identified,

b. PCRs

The requirements for PCRs were contained in procedure
RMD F0-10, ' Personnel Contamination Reports." As of
August 27, 1992 the lic .see had documented 304 PCRs
for the fiscal year which included outages UIC5 and
U2CS. As of August 24, 1992 the license was averaging
1.18 PCRs/1000 RWP-HRS. This is slightly above their
FY 92 goal of 1.0 PCR/1000 RWP-HRS. The inspector
reviewed selected PCRs and no problems were noted.

No violations or deviations were identified.

7. Training (83750)

10 CFR 19.12 requires the licensee to instruct all
individuals working in or frequenting any portions of the -

restricted areas in the health protection aspects associated
with exposure to radioactive material or radiation, in
precautions or procedures to minimize exposure, and in the
purpose and function of protection devices employed,
applicable provisions of the Commission Regulations,
individuals responsibilities, and the availability of
radiation exposure data. The inspector re'ciewed the
following:

GET 012.000, ATT1, Revision 3, " Radiological Control," '

Retraining Category I provides initial radiological
training for RWP workers.

GET 023.000, Revision 3, " Radiological Control",
Retraining Category II provides radiological training
for RWP workers.

GET 010.000/011.000, Revision 5 provides nuclear
industrial training for TVA workers.

- _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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From review of these training procedures and interviews with
RWP' workers 'and HPs the insper; tor Jctermined that
Radiological Control trdining program pro \ ded to workers
potentially exposed to or. required to handle radioactive
materials met the provisions of.10 CFR 19.12. The inspector
also reviewed selected-training records for workers signed-
on selected RhTs. The inspector also observed a . worker
being cross trained to perform bioassays.

No violations or deviations were identified.

8. Licensee Actions on Previously Iuentified Inspector Findings-
(IFI) (92702)

(Open) 50-327,.328/92-13-01: Replacement of valves
containing stellite with valves containing little or no
stellite.

The inspector reviewed progress to date on.this IFI by
interviewing management personnel and reviewing files,
tracking lists and meeting minutes. Although progress has
been made in this area, the IFI was left open to allow
additional inspector followup on. licensee timelines and
action to reduce stellite.

9. Exit Meeting. (83750) (92702)

The inspector met with licensee representatives indicated in
Paragraph 1 at the conclusion of the inspection on-
August-28, 1992. The inspector summarized the scope and-
findings of the inspection. The inspector also' discussed
the likely information content of the inspection report with
regard to documents or processes reviewed by the inspector
during the inspection. The licensee did not identify any
such documents or pr.ocesses as proprietary. Dissenting
comments were not received from the licensee.

. Item Nymbar pgscription and FJference
,

50-327,328/92-25-01 VIO - Multiple examples of
failure to follow
procedures for control of
chemicals in an RCA.
(Paragraph 3.0)

'
50-327,328/92-25-02 NCV Failure to follow

procedure for control of vacuum
cleaners (Paragraph 4.b)
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